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All lamp shades are not the same. At every step of
the process, from sourcing to packaging, we strive to
perfect the details that improve quality. Our inspectors
won’t pass a shade unless it’s good enough for our president’s home.
While many members of the home furnishings
industry are purchasing mass-marketed, mediocre
quality products, we are constantly searching for
ways to make our shades better. We strive to bring
you value, by being competitively priced for our
quality level.
THE QUALITY IS IN THE DETAILS

Brass Washers and Heavy Gauge
Brass Spiders are standard. Squares,
rectangles and hexagon shapes are
made with full frames with brass
corner wires.

Straight and narrow seams that
don't pop open. Smooth trim and
binding tape.

The finest materials on heavier backings. Consistency from shipment to
shipment.

Even the packing is top-notch, to
ensure our quality shades arrive in
perfect condition.

HOW TO BUY YOUR SHADES:
There are three steps to selecting your shades: Pick out the
material (style number and color), then pick out the size, and finally the fixture type (if there is a choice).
Because we are so flexible, our catalog package includes a lot of
information. Here is how it’s organized:
• This Catalog describes the different styles (materials).
• Our Price List and Guide to Ordering Lamp Shades has the shade
prices, and the information on terms and conditions you need to
place an order. Read through our “Guide” for more detailed
information on specifying shades, and the special details and
services we offer. If you have any questions, call us.
• The Sizes and Shapes Chart (part of the Guide to Ordering
Shades) shows the most popular sizes and shapes out of the
thousands we make.
• Swatches are available upon request.

Painted shades are one of our specialties.
These shades have a hand-sprayed finish, on
heavy custom-made opaque paper “lamp
shade board”. Do not compare our shades
with generic “prefinished” black paper
shades on cheaper stock.

This classic material has been a solid seller
since we started making shades over fifty
years ago. The distinctive waxy translucence of this material is unique to oiled
parchment. The high-quality paper stock is
made to our specifications, and the finish is
protected by a satin lacquer clear-coat.

These styles are very popular in squares, rectangles and ovals, in addition to round
shapes. The antiqued styles (408-420) are
most popular in Pine Green, Chinese Red,
Ruby Red, and Smoke Blue.
See our Guide to Buying shades for information on minimums per color on printed
shades.

Oiled parchment shades improve with age.
The styles with prints look great in oval
shapes for desk lamps.
402 Satin Finish/403 Semi-Gloss Finish/
423 Gloss Finish
Our painted finish, with a chrome-coat white interior.
Style 402 Satin finish is the preferred finish for
most applications.

Our painted shade with hand-rubbed antiquing at
the top & bottom. Shown here in Chinese Red.

Forest
Green

Pine
Green

Navy
Blue

Royal
Blue

Smoke
Blue

Dark
Brown

Velvet
Brown

Nutmeg

Aztec
Gold

Steel
Gray

Plum

Cherry
Red

Ruby
Red

Chinese
Red

Rose
Pink

Pale
Pink

Lemon

Buttercup

Mint
Cornflower Julep

409 & 410 Horizontal Antiquing

420 Vertical Antiquing

Style 409 has fine horizontal brown antiquing.
Shown here with gold metallic paint. Style 410 has
fine horizontal black antiquing.

Hand brushed, delicate vertical antiquing over the
entire shade. Shown here in a drum oval shape in
Pine green.

432 Painted Exterior with Gold
Foil Lining

448 Painted Exterior with Gold
& Black Tortoise Lining.

Our fine quality painted opaque paper
with a shiny smooth gold foil lining
inside.

433 Painted Exterior with Silver
Foil Lining.

452 Painted Exterior with
Florentine Gold Lining

Our fine quality painted opaque
paper with a shiny smooth silver foil
lining inside.

This gold lining is embossed with a
rich-looking, Florentine pattern.

438 Painted Exterior with
Smoky Foil Lining.

462 Painted Exterior with Gold
Scrollwork Lining

This smoky gold foil goes well with
antiqued brass, copper, or bronze
lamp bases.

A classic gold and white floral scrollwork print, that will look great in
small shades

442 Painted Exterior with FourColor Tortoise Foil Lining.

472 Painted Exterior with
Celestial Gold Lining

These two tortoise shell foil linings
look great with a black exterior. They
also take on a sophisticated, designer
look in some colors, like cherry red.

This multi-colored random design is
a contemporary twist on the classic
lined-opaque shade. Try it in daring
shapes.

300 Oiled Parchment, Gold Binding
302 Oiled Parchment, White Binding (shown)

408 Antiqued at Top & Bottom

Taupe
Beige
Oyster
Ivory
Brie
Painted styles also available in Black, White, Metallic
Gold, Metallic Silver. This chart provides a close indication of the actual lamp shade colors. There may be variations between the colors shown here and the actual product
due to pigment aging, technical limitations of printing, and
lighting. Please call for a swatch in critical applications.

The simple and versatile translucent oiled
parchment without the antiquing.

315 Old American Chart Print
This old American chart on our oiled parchment is hand-antiqued at top and bottom.

316 Ship Print

319 Bass Print

321 Golf Print

Classic & colorful tall ship print on translucent
parchment, hand antiqued at top and bottom.

This detailed bass print is shown here in an oval
shape. As with all the oiled parchment prints, it is
available in round and oval shapes.

This print will make the avid golfer daydream of
teeing off on crisp fall morning.

322 Flyfishing Print

325 Mallard Duck Print

The fisherman makes a long, delicate cast into
fast-moving water.

A mallard duck print on our oiled parchment,
antiqued at top and bottom.

392 Antiqued Oiled Parchment, White Binding
395 Antiqued Oiled Parchment, Gold Binding

Painted Shades with Fancy Linings: Shown here
are the fancy linings available for our famous
painted shades. Most frequently ordered with a
black or white exterior, they are also available in
most of the stock colors and with antiquing. Call
for swatches to see actual foil textures.

Our classic translucent oiled parchment, handantiqued at top and bottom. A rich looking shade.
One of our favorite styles.

We take great care from start to finish with
our fabric shades. Most of the fabrics are
purchased raw, then dyed and processed
under our direction, to give us greater control over the weave, color, and weight. The
trims are made from the same dye lot as the
body of the shade.

782 White

888 White

801 White

801 Beige

782 Beige

888 Beige

801 Oatmeal

802 Black

850 White

850 Putty

All shades on this page are on our heavy
translucent plastic backing, with self-fold
trim unless otherwise noted.
Sometimes the breadth of our fabric shade
collection overwhelms new customers. In
linens, #811 is a great basic linen texture.
For an upscale look with a bolder texture,
try #801. Style #850 is a genuine flax linen
with a smoother refined texture. Our best
selling shantung texture is style #884.
811 White

811 Cream

811 Black

811 Beige

782 Boucle A lighter, more open weave boucle.
888 Boucle Our heavier Boucle. A denser
weave with more “twist”.

816 Cream
816 Cream Waffle Weave Fabric

Nathan calls this sailcloth, Paul compares it to an
oxford shirt weave. Either way, it’s a popular
basic style because of its value & quality.

Bolder textures are “in”, and this cream colored
fabric’s waffle texture is interesting without
being too directional.

830 White

Our best-selling imported 100% flax genuine
linen. Popular for its texture, bold but not overpowering. Nathan’s favorite linen.

818 White

811 Linen Texture

821 Raw Silk

801 Linen & 802 Black Linen

818 Beige

836 Cream
836 Linen Weave

843 Nubby Muslin
844 Flecked Muslin
843 Nubby Muslin A nubby, warm-beige fabric

850 Beige
850 Belgian Grade Linen

This fine-weave cream-colored linen weave has
a refined flax look at a great price point. Shown
here in the empire rectangle shape.

with a lot of texture. A great informal shade fabric.
844 Flecked Muslin A smoother weave natural
muslin with flecks in the weave.

This Belgian-grade, 100% flax linen has a finer
weave that gives any shade shape a refined look.

884 Eggshell

884 Bone

884 Beige

868

877 White

818 Cross-Weave

868 Durango Fabric

877 Casement Shantung

884 / 884-S Shantung Weave

The tweedy look of this fabric fits the need for a
bolder texture that is more refined than burlap.

This natural off-white fabric has a rugged-looking texture. Great for adding character to
wrought iron, wood and similar lamps.

This beautiful casement shantung weave comes
with self-puff trim. Our heaviest weight slubbed
silk look.

This luxurious fabric is our best-selling shantung
style. It is also available with an elegant gold
soutache braid added to the trim, as Style 884-S.

895 White

899 White

830 Ivory

834 White

834 Beige

830 Aurora Gold

834 Blue

834 Red

821 Lightweight Raw Silk

830 Low Lustre Satin Weave

834 Burlap

100% silk with the subtle nubbiness that only
comes from raw silk. An opulent fabric shade
that is less formal than a shantung.

This elegant fabric that has an up-to-date look.
It is dressier than a linen, but has no “slubs” like
a shantung. French-fold trim of the same fabric.
Featured here in the Bell Square shape.

Our designer-quality heavy Angus burlap. Good
burlap is hard to find, and this is the best.

See colors below

877 Beige

884 White

895 Champagne

899 Beige

890 Handkerchief Linen

895 Crepe de Chine

899 Dupioni Shantung

Our smooth-weave handkerchief linen. Stocked
in a range of colors, shown below.

Our crepe de chine silk-textured weave has a
pebbled sheen. A clean look with an understated “sassiness” up close.

This elegant shantung fabric compares to a
Dupioni silk. A luxurious fabric that will
enhance the finest lamps.

834S Beige Burlap w/Soutache Trim
is available with a narrow brown soutache braid
added to the trim as Style 834-S.

890 White

890 Ivory

890 Beige

890 Wine

890 Hunter

890 Navy

890 Black

Looking for something different? Each
style in this collection has a unique personality that will add “that something extra” to
the right lamp.
The materials in this collection have a lot of
character but still have a wide range of
applications. Combine these materials with
unusual sizes or shapes to create shades with
your personal flair.

808 Suede
808 Buck-Suede
A medium-brown suede finish material with a
rich, stylish look. On opaque paperboard backing, self-fold trim.

819 Zebra

819 Cheetah

727 Leaf Paper

727 Bamboo Grass

739 Sagebrush

819 Safari Animal Prints

727 Leaf Paper

728 Bamboo-Grass Paper

739 Sagebrush

Quality printed fabrics with a simple black binding tape, no trim. Shown here in the cone-square
shape.

Whole & crushed autumn-brown, birch-like
leaves contrasted against an off-white background. Matching binding tape of the same
material. Also available laced.

Bamboo-like leaves on an off-white matrix.
Matching binding of the same paper.

A beige paper with subtle brown flecks & fibers
that adds interest without overwhelming.
Matching binding tape.

847 Gingham

829 Ivory

870 Sage

829 Tone-on Tone Floral Pattern

847 Gingham Check

Our exclusive ivory satin jacquard has a rose
flower tone-on-tone pattern. The fabric has a
great personality both lighted and with the lamp
off. It comes with a matching ivory chinese braid.

This quality yarn-dyed 1/4” gingham check is available in Red, Navy, Hunter, Lime, Chocolate, Lemon and
Gold. Most popular in smaller sizes. Matching solid color fabric trim.

637 Chart Print

640 Bronze Patina

650 Gold

637 Antique Chart Parchment

640 Copper Bronze Patina

An antique nautical chart design, on parchment
backing with our hand-applied antiquing top &
bottom.

A tasteful paper with a deep copper-bronze marbled pattern on parchment backing, carefully
antiqued at top & bottom.

870 Khaki

872 White

782 Wine

872 Copper

872 Hunter

873 Rice Paper

870 Chiri Paper

872 Swirl Rice Paper

873 Rice Paper

Tobacco colored flecks on an oatmeal or sagegreen background. The oatmeal comes with
matching binding tape, the sage comes with dark
brown binding. Featured here in a cone shape.

This Asian rice paper has beautiful texture of
swirly fibers. Matching binding tape of the same
paper. Shown here in the deep empire shape.

Imported Japanese rice paper with random tiny
stick-fibers on an off-white background. Natural
binding. Shown here in the empire shape.

608 Smoky Gold Foil

609 Gold

619 Silver

650 Cockerell Swirl Paper

608 Smoky Gold Foil

609/610 Antiqued Gold Foil

619/620 Antiqued Silver Foil

A classic European pattern on our heavy paper
backing, with dull gold binding. Antiqued by
hand.

This gold foil has a “smoky” antiquing, on stiff
parchment backing with white interior. One of
Nathan’s favorites.

Hand-antiqued gold foil on heavy paper backing
with a krome-coat white lining. Fine horizontal
antiquing. Two classic styles that have been in our
line for many years. #609 has brown antiquing and
#610 has black antiquing.

These silver foil shades have hand-applied, horizontal “spun” black antiquing. #619 has more texture, #620 has more even fine lines. On our heavy
paper backing with krome-coat white interior.

650 Red

610 Gold

620 Silver

This collection of carefully selected quality
parchment and leather-look shades includes
some of our best sellers. These shades fit a
wide range of lamp and decor styles.
As with all our shades, every aspect of these
styles is designed to bring you shades that
will enhance the lamps they go on. Our constant attention to detail shows in the quality
of the finished product.
Lacing adds one of our signature details to
these materials. The lacing is structural, it
actually holds the shade together, there is no
paper tape.

428 Brown

428 Black

657 Cowhide

311 White

428 Lizagator

657 Old Cowhide Look

A two-tone reptile-pattern. Embossed vinyl on
heavy opaque paper, white interior. Shown here
in the bouillotte shape.

A rich, old cowhide leather design on heavy
parchment, with our hand-applied antiquing at
top and bottom. Round and oval shades only.

311 Artist’s White Museum Board

707 Oyster

708-LB Moss

703 Cream
703 Cream Art Paper

704 Kraft Paper
704 Kraft Paper

This white 100% cotton rag solid paper material is custom made for us. The surface is smooth. Similar to the
museum board found in art stores. Shown here in the
cube square shape. It has a creamy glow when lit.

This acid-free art paper has a cream color, with a
smooth finish. A very popular, versatile shade.
Beautiful on its own, also good to paint on.

Natural kraft paper on heavy translucent plastic
with matching binding.

708-LB Buff

658 Buffalo Hide
658 “Buffalo Hide”

707 Cream
707 Beige
707 Sheepskin Look

708-LB Granite
708-LB Mocha
708-LB Laced Parchment Look

706 Snow-White
706 White Cold-Press Paper

715 Creme
715 Creme Crepe Papier

716 White
716 Cobble Textured Paper

Our deep-textured “buffalo hide” look, richly
hand-antiqued. On heavy paper backing.
Round and oval shades only.

Especially rich-looking when the light is on, this
material has the mottled look of natural sheepskin
that is inside the parchment, not printed on it. Shown
here in our square shape. Also looks great laced.

Known as Elephant Hide in the paper industry,
we offer this material laced only.

This quality snow-white paper has a finish similar to a
cold-press watercolor paper. Suitable for painting and
where a very white paper shade is needed. Shown here
in the shallow drum shape.

A cream-colored paper with a crepe surface texture and the translucency of a European parchment. Shown here in the drum shape.

Our exclusive white paper with a subtle grid texture
that looks fabulous when illuminated. A great choice
where you want a paper with character. Shown here in
the cylinder shape.

840 TRLM

709 Amber/Brown

717 Beige

709 Amber Glow

717 Palomino Parchment

This amber/brown parchment-like material is
similar in tone to Amber Mica, but is flexible
enough for round shades. Most shapes are made
with matching binding.

The marbling in this beige paper is intrinsic to
the paper fibers. The marbling is even better
when the light is turned on, this shade is gorgeous when lit. Also looks great laced with
buckskin lacing, as Style #717-LB.

Laced Shades

801 FP
811 FP
Flame Retardant Lamp Shades

811 TRLM
844 TRLM
Tri-laminate Washable Shades

955 Plain Plastic
955 Plain Plastic

Several styles on these pages and the papers on
page 9 are available hand-laced to the wire. See
the Price List and Guide to Buying Lamp Shades
for detailed information. Shown here is our popular 657-LB. Round and oval shades only.

Several styles available, for use where building codes
require flame retardant lamp shades. These shades
are made from self-extinguishing materials. Call for
pricing, flame retardancy specifications, and swatches. Other FR styles may be available on special order.

A specialty shade where the fabric is sandwiched
between the regular plastic backing and a clear
plastic cover layer. Tri-lam is appropriate for institutional use and settings where ease of cleaning is
paramount. Call for pricing information.

Sturdy Plastic, with white paper binding. This
simple plastic shade body is appropriate for applying your own fabrics, papers and some paints.

We don’t compromise on our shirred and
pleated styles. The crisply pleated material
is as full as possible, not spread thin to cut
costs. Most of these fabrics are purchased
raw then dyed and pleated to our specifications so that we control the color and crispness of the pleating. Compare the weight of
our shades. Our shades weigh more because
we put more into them: heavier gauge wire,
sturdier backings, fuller pleating.
Shirred (also known as mushroom-pleated)
shades are delicate and should not be
stacked on top of each other, or the pleats
can crush. They should be nested, with
smaller sizes inside larger ones.

500 White

500 Beige

502 White

502 Ivory

502 Black

502 Beige

909 White

909 Beige

See colors below

929 White

929 Bone

500/501 Pleated Imported Linen

502 Pleated Handkerchief Linen

909 Shirred Taffeta

919 Shirred Handkerchief Linen

929 Shirred Shantung

The unique texture of imported 100% flax linen
gives this pleated style a rich, warm look.

Our fine handkerchief linen, full pleated and
heavy. This is not a generic accordion pleat shade!

Shirred silken taffeta with matching French fold
trim. The bright white taffeta goes well with
crystal.

Our custom-dyed handkerchief linen, with dense pleating and elegant self-fold trim. Our best-selling shirred
style.

Antique satin shantung beautifully mushroom
pleated with French fold trim. A little “dressier”
look in a shirred style.

513 Beige

Shade Tip:
The Golden Rule Of Harp Size:
For a table lamp, the bottom of the shade
should be 1/4” to 3/4” below the bottom of
the lamp socket. For a floor lamp, the
shade bottom should be no more than 11/2”
below the socket. Any less and the socket
may show, a major lighting faux pas! Any
more and it will be too hard to turn the
lamp on and off.
512 White
514 Ivory
512/513/514 “Quintapleat”
Handkerchief Linen.
This version of our pleated handkerchief linen
shade has the pleats alternately gathered every five
pleats at the top and bottom for an elegant design.

522 Fluted Linen
522 Fluted Linen

527 Pleated Leaf Paper
527 Pleated Leaf Paper

939 Off-White
939 Shirred Muslin

939 Beige

Our 811 cream linen-textured fabric in a 1” miniflute. Not available in empire coolie shapes.

The pleated version of our leaf paper is a lively
pleated shade.

A fine-weave shirred muslin with characteristic
specks that add to the texture.

959 Floral
959 Floral Print
This pretty shirred floral print has a soft beige
background, with small-scale pink and green
flowers. The colors coordinate with many popular design themes.

538 Eggshell

919 White

529 White

529 Bone

538 White

538 Bone

589 White

589 Bone

529 Side-Pleated Shantung

538 Box-Pleated Shantung

589 Crystal Pleated Shantung

This elegant shade features our antique satin
shantung silk-weave fabric, side-pleated with a
French (double) fold trim. Not available in
empire coolie shapes.

Box pleated antique satin shantung fabric, with a
French fold trim. One of our best-selling pleated styles. Not available in empire coolie shapes.

Our antique satin shantung,crystal-pleated with
French fold trim. Not available in empire coolie
shapes.

919 Sand

919 Beige

919 Black

919 Wine

919 Ruby
919 Hunter
919 Navy
919 Mauve
919 Snow White
Note: Mushroom Pleated (Shirred) Shades are delicate and should not be stacked on top of each other.
They should be nested with smaller sizes inside larger ones.

919 Smoke Blue

The hexagon shape lends itself to the display
of classic picture prints, as shown in the
styles on this page. Our custom-made oiled
parchment is the backing for these attractive
prints.

If properly cared for, oiled parchment hexagons can last for years, slowly aging to a
glowing golden color.

Hexagon sizes are measured point-to-point.

507 Ivory

507 Black

507 Beige

While all the materials in our line can be
can be made in smaller sizes, the styles on
this page feature materials and details that
especially enhance smaller scaled shades.
We often refer to smaller shades as boudoir
lamp sizes, but most of the styles can be
used throughout the home.

Each shade is carefully handmade. A clear
finish is applied to the exterior to protect the
shade for many years.

The hexagon shape is also available in most
of the fabrics and parchments found in this
catalog. We use the same sturdy frames
(with brass-plated washers and corner
wires) in your choice of materials.

507 White

365 Antiqued Oiled Parchment

370 Audubon Bird Print Hexagon

Hexagon. Our translucent parchment hand
antiqued at top and bottom, with dull gold
binding.

Our exclusive genuine Audubon reproductions,
including famous Blue Jay and Cardinal prints.
One of our most popular hexagon styles on translucent oiled parchment with dull gold binding.

385 Antique Fruit Print Hexagon

388 Floral Print Hexagon

These classic French fruit prints coordinate well
with popular fruit themes. One of Paul’s favorite
styles. On translucent parchment with dull gold
binding.

Our exclusive colorful floral prints make this one
of our best selling hexagon styles. On translucent
parchment with dull gold binding.

These styles are designed for shades with 4”
to 12” bottom diameters. Some styles are
limited to the sizes and shapes listed in the
style descriptions.

421 Parchment Floral Cut-Out
521 Oiled Parchment Cut-Out A pretty floral
cut-out design made from either our custom made
“museum board” parchment (421), or our translucent oiled parchment (521) Sizes: 8” through 12”
Empires and deep empires only .

507 Linen Mini Pleat Our handkerchief linen
with a smaller scale 3/8” pleat just right for smaller shades. Sizes: 8” through 14”, in empires, empire
coolie and swing-arm shapes.

622 Painted Floral Cut-Out, Gold Lining

720 Dotted Swiss with Pom-Pom Trim

Our classic cut out pattern with our famous painted exterior and a gold-foil lining. Available in any
of our painted shade colors, including pastels, in
sizes 8” through 12” empires and deep empires.

This fun boudoir shade has our white dotted swiss
fabric decorated with a pretty white pom-pom
trim. Cute in coolie and empire shapes.

790 Music Print Piano music notes decorate this
entire cream- colored paper shade. Perfect for
smaller lamps wherever music is played or listened
to. Available only in small sizes, up to 12x6x7.7 &
12x6x9 empires and 14x5x9 empire coolies.

910 White

Most of the stock materials shown throughout our catalog can be made into the standard hexagon
shade sizes shown on our Sizes and Shapes chart. A few examples are featured in the photo above.

910 Beige

824 Dotted Swiss with Grosgrain trim

864 Embroidered Eyelet Batiste

910 Shirred Taffeta with Scalloped Trim

Dotted swiss fabric trimmed with white grosgrain
ribbon. Pink, Baby Blue and some other cute
trims also available.

Our embroidered eyelet fabric, normally trimmed
with a white bengaline trim. Other juvenile trims
and ribbons are available.

Our silky shirred taffeta fabric with a pretty scalloped trim

This sheet shows the changes to our product line since the printing of Catalog 02. Prices are shown on the price list.

Style 234 Rich-Textured Fabric.
More texture than a linen, the surface
yarns have a color variation and twist
that give this a lively feel. The uniform
grid-like weave makes for handsome
shades, and gives vertically-sided geometric shapes a high-tech look. Available in a pure White, Wheat, Granite
and Bluestone.

Style 279 Organza is a sheer organza
on a clear backing. Typically used to
create a veil form revealing something
inside, this material begs you to use
your imagination. We've seen it used
around the arms of a chandelier and
with "inner shades". It is available in
Gold and Silver.

Style 269 Tussah Silk Look. If you’re
looking for texture this has it! A richlooking fabric with a lot of character
from the long slubs running vertically in
the fabric and the gorgeous sheen of
the fibers. In three colors, White, Silver
and Gold.

Style 286 Genuine Silk Dupioni Shantung. This genuine-silk shantung offers
the texture that can only be found in
real silk. Available in White, Cream,
(which is on the ”bone” side of cream),
Bronze, Taupe and Silver. On our heavy
translucent plastic backing, narrow selffold trim.

Styles 232/233 and 832/833 White or
Black Fabric with Gold or Silver Foil
Linings. Our silky tight-weave white or
black fabric with a gold or silver foil lining. Style 232 is White/Gold, 233 is
White/Silver. Style 832 is Black/Gold, 833
is Black/Silver. Matching self-fold trim.
All priced as 832/833 on our price list.
Completely opaque, ambient light
comes out the top & bottom of the
shade. Great for office/home theater.

Styles 289 & 290 Genuine Silk
Pongee. Our fine-weave genuine silk
is popular with lighting designers that
want a genuine silk hardback shade
with a delicate texture. Available in
White, Ivory and Natural, on our heavy
translucent plastic backing. All sizes
are made with a narrow self-fold trim

Styles 713 Bright White and 766 Arctic
White Art Paper. Smooth acid-free
paper similar to our top-selling #703.
Great for emphasizing shade shape or
painting. Style 713 normally comes with
a white fabric binding.

Style 740 Percale. This tight-weave
smooth fabric comes in Taupe and
Silver, with self-fold trim.

Style 831 Black Fabric with Opaque
Backing, white interior. An alternative
to a black painted shade, For any application where you need the impact of an
opaque black shade. Excellent for home
theater. Self-fold trim.

Discontinued & Replaced:

Style 745 Open-weave with Twistedyarns. Is it “retro” if it’s authentic midcentury fabric? This NBLS exclusive
was custom-woven for us back then.
The bold texture and colors are in
again!

Styles 750 and 757 European Parchment. Translucent amber imported
parchment. Style 750 without antiquing
or Style 757 with hand-applied antiquing,
shown here with optional leather lacing
as Style 757LB.

Styles 759 White and 762 Cream European Parchment are very translucent,
vellum-like papers that complement a
wide range of lamps. The material gives
the light a soft glow.

Style 758 Kraft Onionskin is a kraftcolored paper that's thin, like an onion
skin, showing the fibers’ texture. An interesting variation on the kraft paper
theme. Matching fabric binding.

Styles 370, 385, & 388 Print Hexagon
Shades: Discontinued. Prints out of
stock. Style 365 and most other materials are available in hexagon shapes.
Styles 438 & 608 Smoky Foil: Discontinued.
Styles 442 & 448 Painted /Tortoise
Foil Lining: Discontinued.
Style 529 Side Pleat: Discontinued.
Styles 619 & 620: Antiqued Silver Foil.
Discontinued.
Style 640: Bronze Marble: Discont.
Style 707 Oyster: Oyster discontinued,
other colors are available.
Style 709 Amber Glow: Discontinued
Style 720 Pom Pom: Discontinued.
Style 801 Beige replaced by 801 Vanilla.
Style 808 Buck Suede: Discont.
Style 818 White discontinued. 818
Beige still available.
Style 819 Zebra/Cheetah: Discont.
Style 821 Raw Silk: Disc. Try #286.
Style 834 Red: Red burlap discontinued, other colors are available.
Style 847 Lime Gingham Check: Lime
color no longer available.
Style 850 Beige & Putty: See new
Cream, Wheat & Dune colors next page.
Style 864 Eyelet Batiste: Discont.
Style 875 Grasscloth: Now Style 865.
Style 877 Beige: Beige color disc.
White still available.
Style 899 White: White color Discontinued, Beige Still Available.
Style 895: Discontinued. Use 830
Snow White or 289 Silk Pongee
Styles 909 & 910 Shirred Taffeta:
Discontinued.
Substitute 919 Snow
White or Beige.
Discontinued Colors for our
“Famous Painted” styles (styles 402472): Smoke Blue, Aztec Gold.

New Vanilla and Charcoal colors for our Style 801/802 Genuine Linen. Our 100%
flax European linen is popular for its texture: bold but not overpowering. Vanilla
replaces the Beige color. Two style numbers for pricing purposes: #801 in White,
Vanilla & Oatmeal. #802 in Charcoal & Black.

Washable 814 Tri-Laminate and 956
Textured Plastic. Style 814 Tri-Lam
now in three colors: White, Cream
and Beige Muslin. New Style 956 Textured Plastic.

Style 810 Flame-Retardant Linen Texture passes NFP 701 and comes in
White and Cream.

New Colors for Style 850 Genuine
Linen. Our 850 Genuine flax linen has
new colors (in addition to White):
Cream, Dune & Wheat.

Grasscloth Collection. New style 861 Honey and 862 Brown basketweave
grasscloth joins Style 865 Grasscloth, Style 869 Tan Grasscloth, and 874 Light
Grasscloth. Lots of texture you can’t get from any other material.

Custom Shades Are a BIG part of our
business. NBLS custom-production capabilities go way beyond what appears in
our catalog. Since all our shades are
made to order, we are able to make
shades in a very wide range of sizes and
shapes, often within our normal 3-4
week lead times. We stock the fixtures
and cartons to make shades up to 36” in
diameter. Paul, one of our owners, has a
design background and is glad to talk to
you about bringing complex shade needs
to reality.

Sophisticated Wide Grosgrain Trim
is available in 5/8” and 7/8” widths in
the colors below. This only works on
shapes with no flare or very little flare.

New Colors for Style 890 Handkerchief Linen. New colors for this smoothweave, moderately-priced fabric with a wide range of applications: Snow White,
Alabaster, Flax, Charcoal and Poppy. Available in all the colors shown above.

Rolled-Edge Shades with no trim are
available in most fabrics and shapes for
additional cost. This look is popular in
the high-end design arena. See the
detail comparison below.
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